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The Blue City: Buildings of Vancouver, British Colombia 

 

“Vancouver Architecture,” is a photo essay of Vancouver, British Columbia. It was photographed 

and complied in 2011 by Clayton Perry for the magazine, “Inside Vancouver”.  Perry is a Vancouver 

based photographer that has over 10 years of professional experience. This particular essay focuses on 

different buildings and structures throughout the city; ranging from very modern and colorful to older, 

more modest places. Together these buildings make up some of the most notable places in Vancouver. 

One of the most prominent features of this essay, in my opinion, is the presence of the color blue. 

Nearly every photo in this compilation has a blue hue, including the night shots. Throughout this analysis 

I will discuss why the photographer chose to include certain things while excluding other things. I also 

will comprise the methods of Scott McCloud’s, Understanding Comics and National Geographic’s, 

Complete Photography, and use them to investigate “Vancouver Architecture.”   

Using McCloud’s Understanding Comics, we can analyze certain relationships throughout the 

essay. I believe that the photos and text create a 

word-picture relationship that could be classified 

as either interdependent or additive. The pictures 

show the image of the building while the words 

help to describe the specifics of the photo. 

Overall, they work together to convey a more 

complete idea of specific buildings than they 

could do alone. The text adds the history and the 

function of the building while the images convey 

the appearance of the place seemingly classifying them as interdependent. However, I think that 

Built in 1906-1908 originally as the Canadian 

Imperial Bank Of Commerce, this Neo-Classic 

building was restored and taken over by Birks 

Jewelers as their flagship store in 2007. 
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although the text allows a clearer description of the building, the photo conveys a complete idea by 

itself. It also seems to be the case that the text would be irrelevant without the image. Therefore, after 

more careful analysis, I think the word-picture relationship should be considered additive as the text 

simply adds to an already complete idea. Another aspect that McCloud analyzes is the color and the 

emotions it brings with it. In my opinion, the presence of a blue tone seem to be the most prominent 

features of these photos as it is seen recurring throughout the images in the water, the sky, mountains, 

and the glass buildings. The color seems to add a feeling of stillness and peace that could potentially 

guide the perceptions of potential travelers to the area. Scott McCloud’s overall focus is on the methods 

of analyzing the combination of the text and images while National Geographic focuses on the 

composition of a particular photograph.  

In National Geographic, “Complete Photography,” the photographer uses many of these 

techniques described within this text. Proceeding down the list of methods, it appears that the 

photographer uses nearly all of them except ‘close-up.’  

Photo 1: 

The first photo shows an image of an older 

monumental building against the night sky. As this 

image is taken at night, I feel the most prominent 

aspect is the artificial lighting. The building emits a 

blue light, while the surrounding buildings have 

the more standard yellow lighting. It is also 

important to note the lines of light, created through long exposure photography have white and orange 

hues that add leading lines to the photo. Moving on, another apparent technique is the use of positive 
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and negative spaces created with the contrast of the building against the night sky.  The angle at which 

the photo is taken also allows for a sense of scale against other objects visible in the photograph. 

Photo 2: 

Photo number two, on the other hand, is a much 

simpler, peaceful image. Once again, the color 

blue is apparent through the water and the sky, 

while the bridge creates leading lines. In the 

background, the horizon line is seen faintly below. 

I also feel that the sky and the reflection in the 

water create a certain consistent texture over the 

photo. The two main concrete structural members of the bridge create a frame for the city in the 

background while also adding another layer to the image. The overcast sky offers a hazy, non-

directional, natural light. However, the sun is trying to peek through the clouds thus creating somewhat 

of a bright light in the upper third of the photograph.  

Photo 3: 

In photo 3, many of the same techniques are used. 

The building creates leading lines, both through 

the tent structure as well as through the lower 

floors of the structure. Patterns are visible 

through the windows of the building while 

positive and negative space is created through the 

contrast of the building and the sky. This photo, like the others, also uses blue as a primary color, but 

white and red are also visible. The horizon can be seen in the background making use of the rule of 
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thirds. In this particular photograph natural, almost hazy light is used to enhance a stillness throughout 

the composition.  

Photo 4: 

 In photo four, I think the most prominent aspect of this 

image is the point of view. The image was taken through an 

unusual angle or was either rotated in Photoshop. However, 

in my opinion, it is at an angle that does not really make 

sense to me. Therefore, I think this image could be 

considered, ‘breaking the rules.’ Once again the color blue is 

evident through the glass buildings and the sky. I think that 

the aspect of layering comes through naturally through the 

makeup of the city. As cities inherently have layers upon 

layers of structures, places, and spaces.  The lighting is also 

significant in this photo, as I feel it differs from many of the 

other photos. It seems to be rather bright and directional compared to the usual hazy, soft light found in 

most of the other photos. This direction light is seen through the shadows on the railing, and adds 

another level of intrigue to the image. Through the railing, its shadows, and the building off to the right, 

leading lines draw the eye to the city in the background.  
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Photo 5:  

The composition is similar in many ways to the previous 

photos. The color blue is evident in this photo through the 

glass, sky , and the water. The mixture of the water, the 

boats, the glass building, the cable structure, and the 

buildings in the background; it create a layering effect that 

adds aesthetic intrigue to the image. Once again, like many 

of the other photos, the lighting is very soft and natural. The 

structure and the buildings in the background seem to take 

advantage of the rule of thirds in a vertical orientation.   

 

Overall these images choose to include and exclude certain aspects of the city. Of course, only 

the most prominent, most beautiful portions of the city are included as they are trying to portray a 

certain image for Vancouver. Unfortunately this excludes a part of the city that is perhaps more 

culturally engaging. It seems to me that the rougher parts of the city offer a more realistic and more 

dynamic image of a city.  Another major exclusion is the people. The people are what make the city 

possible and without them all of the buildings, the culture, and everything else lack a purpose. Although 

these photos are beautiful, I think that certain exclusions provide an overall unrealistic view of 

Vancouver. However, it is important to remember that the essay is titled, “Vancouver Architecture,” not 

“The city of Vancouver.” 

Photographer Clayton Perry and his essay, “Vancouver Architecture” offer a brief look into the 

city through some of its most prominent features. Through analysis of inclusions and exclusions, Scott 

McCloud’s, Understanding Comics, and National Geographic’s Complete Photography one can see the 
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process of creating an essay of this nature. The techniques, methods, and considerations discussed 

throughout this analysis offer somewhat of a guideline for generating a similar word-picture 

relationship. Although, I feel that this particular essay provides an unrealistic view of Vancouver, the 

photographer uses many of these described methods to create a final product of very beautiful images.  
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